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Let (Q, Z, P) be a fked complete probability space, C8 the real Schwartz 
space, and 9’ its strong dual. 9 and 9’ are partially ordered by Q and Q’ 
respectively, where Q is the positive cone of nonnegative functions in 9 and 
Q’ its dual in 9’. Q is a strict I-cone and Q’ is normal, where I is the family of 
all bounded subsets of 0. If X, Y are two random Schwartz distributions, 
then X < Y if and only if Y(W) - X(W) E 9’ for almost all w E B(P). Inte- 
grability of random Schwartz distributions and properties of such integrals 
are discussed. The monotone convergence theorem, the dominated convergence 
theorem, and Fatou’s lemma are proved. The existence of conditional expecta- 
tions of integrable random Schwartz distributions relative to a given sub o-field 
of X is shown. Properties of conditional expectations are discussed and the condi- 
tional form of the monotone convergence theorem is proved. Sub(super)- 
martingale sequences are defined via the partial order relations introduced above, 
and a convergence theorem is given. The notion of a potential is introduced and 
the Riesz decomposition theorem is proved. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, a martingale theory for locally convex space-valued random 
variables has been considered by various authors (cf. [3,4, 6, 10, 11, 16,20,21]). 
However, the corresponding sub(super)-martingale theory was not discussed 
due to the lack of a natural partial order relation on an abstract locally convex 
space. It is the purpose of this paper to show that the natural partial order 
relations defined by V and v’ respectively on 59 and 9’ (the Schwartz spaces) 
are sufficient, to some extent, for a theory of sub(super)martingale sequences of 
random Schwartz distributions. 
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1.1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let qcm(R) denote the space of all infinitely differentiable functions over R 
with compact supports. If {fn>z=r C gC”(R), then limn+mfn = f if and only if 
there exists a compact subset K C R 3 support (fn) C K, Vn > 1, and V positive 
integer k, lim,,, 1 Dk[fn(x) - f(x)] 1 = 0, uniformly on K. This defines precisely 
the strong topology on +F?~“(R). Th e s ace VC”(R) so topologized will be denoted p 
by B(R) (9 for short). 
If K is a compact subset of R, then let gKm(R) denote the space of all func- 
tions f E gC”(R) 3 the support off is contained in K. The family of seminorms, 
~~,~(f) = ,S=JL (gf(x) 1, m < ~0, k integers, 
SK 
defines a locally convex topology on VKm(R). Let BK(R) (BK for short) denote 
the space VKa(R) so topologized. 
Let {Kn}E1 be an increasing sequence of compact subsets of R 
R = u1-r K, , then 9 = s l&, gK, (i.e., strict inductive limit). Since gKn 
is a complete separable metrizable space, B is also separable and in fact bar- 
reled. Moreover, since SK has sequentially closed graph property, 9 also has 
the sequentially closed grap”h property. Since gK n is standard [6, Theorem 1.5.1, 
p. 171, so is 9. 
Let 9’ be the strong dual of 9. Since BKn are nuclear (@paces, therefore 9 
is nuclear and moreover reflexive. Since every closed and bounded subset of 
9 is compact, 9 is a Monte1 space, and thus 9’ is also a Monte1 space. There- 
fore strong sequential convergence and weak sequential convergence coincide 
in 9‘. 
If T: 9 + E is a linear operator from 9 into a locally convex space E, then 
T is continuous if and only if T is sequentially continuous, since 9 = s l&, BK, 
and T is continuous if and only if T restricted to BK is continuous (since gKn n 
satisfies the first axiom of countability). 
1.2. ~3, 9’ As ORDERED SPACES 
For a more comprehensive treatment of the materials contained in this sec- 
tion, see [14, 181. 
Let E be a real vector space. An order structure on E is a reflexive, antisym- 
metric, and transitive binary relation, “<I’, on E. (E, <) is called an ordered 
vector space if 
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(i) f~g=>f+hbg+h,Vf,g,hEE, 
(ii) f <g 3 af < olg, Vf, g E E, and Vcz > 0. 
Let (E, <) be an ordered vector space (over R). Then 
59 =(f~E:0 <f} 
is a proper cone, i.e., a convex cone of vertex 0 such that V n -%? = (0). The 
elements of V are called positive and 53 is called the positiere cone of the ordered 
vector space (E, <). 
Let (E, <) be an ordered vector space. For any f, g E E, define 
where V is the positive cone. Then [f, g] = {h E E: f < h <g}. Let A C E be 
any subset, let 
[A] =(A+~)n(A--)=u{[f,gl:f,gEA>. 
A is said to be ‘ST-suturated if A = [A]. If % is a filter in E, then the family 
{[F]: FE 9> is a filter base in E; and the corresponding filter will be denoted 
by VT 
Let (E, <) be an ordered topological vector space, then V is said to be 
normal if 7j = [7jj, where 7 is the neighborhood filter of 0. Let Y be a family 
of bounded subsets of E. For each S E Y, let S, = (S n 9) - (S n U) C E. 
V is called an Y-cone if the family (S: S E Y} is a fundamental subfamily of Y, 
i.e., VS E Y, 3S, 3 SC Se E 9’. V is called a strict Y-cone if {&: SE Y} is 
fundamental in Y. In case 9’ = 39, the family of all bounded subsets of E, 
then 9 is called a strict a-cone, and since (J{B: B E .B} = E, %7 is generating, 
i.e., E = %? - V. 
If (E, <) is an ordered topological vector space (over R), and V is the posi- 
tive cone in E, then 
is called the dual cone of %‘. 
If E is reflexive, then strict a-cones and normal cones correspond dually to 
each other [18, p. 2201. 
Let E = 9, and ?Z = {f E 9: f(x) 3 0, x E R}, then V is closed in E, and 
% defines an ordered structure “<” on 9 such that (9, <) becomes an 
ordered locally convex space. Let v’ = (FE 9’: (F, f) > 0, Vf E U}, be its dual 
cone. The following result is known. 
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LEMMA 1.2.1. V? is a strict g-cone in 53 [ 14, p. 701. 
It follows from Lemma 1.2.1 that W is a normal cone, since 9 is reflexive. 
If 2 is a countable dense subset of 9, then it is clear that Z? n ‘+? is dense in V. 
Remark 1.2.1. Lemma 1.2.1 could be proved by using the technique of 
regularization. For a proof of this lemma, the reader is referred to [14]. 
Remark 1.2.2. The complex analogue of Lemma 1.2.1 is slightly different. 
If 9 denotes the complex space of all complex valued infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact supports defined over the reals, then let %Yc, =
{f~ 9: f(x) 3 0, Vx E R}, and %?I = {FE 9: (F, f) >, 0, f E go). Then one 
has the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2.2. V = q0 + i%?,, is a strict g-cone in 9, %?’ = VI - HI , and 
moreover %Z = V”. 
1.3. RANDOM SCHWARTZ DISTRIBUTIONS 
Let (Q, 2, P) be a fixed complete probability space. For p > 0, let 
BP@, Z, P), or 59’ for short, denote the space of pth power integrable real- 
valued measurable functions defined on Q, and for p = 0, P(s2, Z, P), or S?O 
for short, denote the space of all measurable functions defined on 52 into R. Let 
La@4 4 I-‘), P > 0, d enote the corresponding space of equivalence classes of 
functions in J?P, and P(Q), Z, P) is the corresponding space of equivalence 
classes of measurable functions topologized by the metric 
which is equivalent to convergence in probability. 
Let {fi 9 fi ,..., fn} C 9, and B E 9(R”), the Bore1 field in Rn. Then the set, 
C = P E 9: (07 fib V’, fi> ,..., (F, fn)) E W, 
is called a cylinder set in 9’. Since 9 is the strict inductive limit of a sequence 
of standard spaces [6, Theorem 1.511, the smallest u-field generated by the 
family of. all cylinder sets coincide with the a-field of (weakly or strongly) Bore1 
sets [6, p. 411. Therefore without loss of generality, let 9(9’), denote the 
u-field generated by the family of all cylinder sets in 9’. 
DEFINITION 1.3.1. A measurable map X: (Q, Z) -+ (.9’, .%Y(9’)) is called a 
random Schwartz distribution, or r.s.d. for short. 
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Two r.s.d.‘s X and Y are said to be equivalent if X(W) = Y(w) a.e. (P), or 
equivalently (since 9 is separable), (X(w), f) = (Y(w), f) a.e. (I’), Vf E ~2. 
If X is an r.s.d., then clearly Vf E 9, (X(.), f) E DcpO(G, Z, P). Conversely, if 
X: Q + 9 is a map such that Vf E 9, (X(.), f) E 9, then X is an r.s.d. 
An r.s.d. X is said to be of order p > 0, if and only if Vf E 9, 
C-q.), f > E -mQ, z, 9. 
If X is an r.s.d. and M is a measurable set, and IM denotes the indicator func- 
tion of M, then (I,+, . X)(W) = Inn(w) . X(w) VW E Q is an r.s.d. 
DEFINITION 1.3.2. A linear operator 5: .9-+ Lp(sZ, 2, P), 0 < p < cc is 
called a generalized random process of order p (g.r.p. for short), if e is sequentially 
continuous. 
Remark 1.3.1. If p = 0, then a g.r.p. of order 0 is a g.r.p. in the sense of 
Gelfand. If p = 2, then a g.r.p. of order 2 is a g.r.p. in the sense of It6 [S, 151. 
For g.r.p. of order 0 and g.r.p. of order p > 0, one has the following relation- 
ships. 
LEMMA 1.3.1. (a) If6 is a g.r.p. of orderp > 0, then eis a g.r.p. of order 0. 
(b) If E is a g.r.p. of order 0, and if for some p > 0, E(f) E LP(Q, Z, P), 
Vf E ~2, then 5 is a g.r.p. of order p. 
Proof. (a) f 11 o ows from the Markov inequality: Vp > 0, 
P[l X I >, ~1 < [E I X IPPl, V6 > 0. 
(b) is proved as follows. Let e be a g.r.p. of order 0 for some p > 0, 
t(f) E Lp, Vf E 9. It suffices to show that 5 Ia,: gK -+ Lp is sequentially con- 
tinuous V compact subset KC R. 
Let KC R be an arbitrary compact subset, then gK is an (F)-space (Frechet 
space). Let 
E, = {f E %: II E(f III, G 4, Vn > 1. 
Then E, is closed in gK. For suppose {fi}& C E, is a Cauchy sequence, then 
(fi}& is also Cauchy in aK ; but BK is complete, therefore 3f E gK such that 
fi-f in gK. This implies that f(fi) + f(f) in probability; hence, 
] &fi)l” -+ 1 ((f )I” in probability. By Fatou’s lemma, 
i.e., I/ &f)ll, < n. Thus, E, is closed. 
By a Baire category argument and Theorem 28 of [7], 5 is a continuous 
linear operator, hence, sequentially continuous. Q.E.D. 
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Now it will be shown that r.s.d.‘s of order p > 0 are closely related to 
g.r.p.‘s of order p > 0. 
Let X: (C, Z) --t (W, g(B’)) b e an r.s.d. of order p > 0. The linear map 
&.;I: 9 + LP defined by 
&r(f) = [X(f)19 QfEg> 
where the square brackets, [.I, denote the equivalence class of, is a g.r.p. of 
order p. For, if fi -f in 9, then (X(w), fi) + (X(w), f) VW E fin. Thus, 
(X( .), fi) --f (X( .), f) everywhere (P). Th is implies that (X(.), fJ + (X(.), f) 
in probability. Hence, t,(f<) + e,(f) in Lo. By Lemma 1.3.1(b), tx is a g.r.p. 
of order p > 0. The converse relationship holds as will be demonstrated by 
Proposition 1.3.1. 
DEFINITION 1.3.3. A linear map (5: 9 -+ Lp, p 3 0 is said to be decomposable 
if3anr.s.d.X:(Q,Z)-+(C@‘,~(B’))3Vf’fE,[(X,f)]=&f). 
PROPOSITION 1.3.1. Every g.r.p. 5: 9 --+ LP, p 3 0 is decomposable. 
Proof. For the case p > 0, see [19, XIV, 71. For the case p = 0, let 
[: z% + Lo be sequentially continuous. Then by Minlos’ theorem [6, p. 431, in 
the terminology of [5], 5 defines a canonical random linear functional on 
(g’, %?(g’)), i.e., a probability measure on (g’, a(%+‘)). Since 9 = s lir~, ax,, 
and gK, are complete separable metrizable spaces, 5 is decomposable by Theo- 
rem 4.1 of [5, p. lo]. Q.E.D. 
The above proposition will be used in the next section to show that every 
integrable r.s.d. has, relative to a given sub u-field, a unique (up to equivalence) 
conditional expectation. 
2.1. INTEGRATION 
In this section, the definition of the integral of an r.s.d. will be given, and 
some elementary properties of such integrals will be considered. Most of the 
proofs follow directly from definition and will be omitted with the exception of 
a few to illustrate the arguments involved (cf. [20]). 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. An r.s.d. X is said to be scalarly integrable if 
jn (X, f) dP < 00, Vf E 9. A n r.s.d. X is said to be integrable, if it is scalarly 
integrable and in addition if the map f  -+ fo (X, f) dP defines a unique con- 
tinuous linear functional on 9. 
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Since 9 has the closed graph property, an r.s.d. X is scalarly integrable if 
and only if it is integrable [4]. Henceforth, integrability and scalar integrability 
are equivalent within the context of this paper. 
DEFINITION 2.1.2. An r.s.d. X is said to be integrable over ME& if and 
only if lM X is an integrable r.s.d. 
If an r.s.d. X is integrable over ME 2, then jM X dP = j-n (IM . X) dP 
denotes the unique continuous linear functional as given in Definition 2.1.1 
and will be called the integral of X over M. 
If an r.s.d. X is integrable, then it is integrable over every ME 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. I f  X is an integrable r.s.d. such that fM X dP = 0, 
VM E 2, then P[((w: X(U) = 0}] = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.2. I f  X, and Y are two integrable r.s.d.‘s, and (Y, /3 E R, then 
J&X+PY)dP=a[MXdP+/3jMYdP,QM& 
DEFINITION 2.1.3. An r.s.d. X is said to be nonnegative, denoted in symbol 
by 0 < X, or X >, 0, if and only if X(W) E V’ a-e. (P); or equivalently, 
(X, f  > 3 0, a.e. (P), VfE 9. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.3. I f  X is a nonnegative integrable r.s.d., then jsa X dP = 0 
if and only if X(w) = 0 a.e. (P). 
PROPOSITION 2.1.4. If X is an integrable r.s.d. and P(M) = 0, then 
JMXdP=O. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.5. If  X is an integrable r.s.d. which is nonnegative a.e. (P) 
onM~Z,andifj,XdP=O,thenP(M)=O. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 2.1.3 by considering the 
r.s.d. I,+, * X. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.6. I f  X is a nonnegative integrable r.s.d., then VM E Z, 
f,XdP>O. 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. If X < Y are two integrable r.s.d.‘s, then fM X dP < 
jM YdP, QME.Z. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.7. If X is a nonnegative integrable r.s.d., and Ml C Mz are 
measurable sets, then jM, X dP < fM, X dP. 
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Proof. Qf E 97, 
(jMl%f) = jMl(Xyf> dP 
< j~*<X,f)dP=(j~*XdP,f), 
thus, 
s XdP < s X dP. Q.E.D. 4 MZ 
PROPOSITION 2.1.8. Let {Mi};Tl C Z be a pairwise disjoint sequence of meas- 
urable sets and let M = uF=, Mi . If X is an integrable r.s.d. over M, then 
j 
M 
XdP= 2 j XdP. 
i=l Mi 
Proof. Since Mi C M, X is integrable over Mi Vi > 1. Set 
S,=ij XdP. 
i-1 Mi 
Then Qf E 9, 
by [9, Theorem 4, p. 2981. 
= <Xf)dP I M 
= (S,X@>f). 
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since in 9, the weak sequential convergence and the strong sequential con- 
vergence coincide. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1.1. If (X,}r=r is a sequence of r.s.d.‘s 3 limnem X, exists a.e. (P), 
then the map defined by 
if the limit exists 
is an r.s.d. [20, Theorem 4.5, p. 2801. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.9. Let X, , and Y be r.s.d.‘s, and let lim,,- X,, = X a.e. 
(P), x, < Y, vn > 1, then x < Y. 
Proof. Since X, < Y, Vn 3 1, and since &@ is separable, there exists a set 
NE 2, such that P(N) = 0, and VW E NC, 
p% GG(w), fi) = <X(w), fA and 
Vn > 1, Vfi E &’ n V. This implies that Vu E NC, (Y(u) - X(w), f) > 0, 
Vf E Q. Hence, X < Y. 
2.2. SOME 
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let X,, , 
limnam X,(W) = X(w) a.e. (P) 
SM X dP. 
Q.E.D. 
CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
and Y be integrable r.s.d.‘s, 0 < X, < Y and 
over a set ME Z. Then lim,,, jM X, dP = 
Proof. Vf E %T, (IM . X, , f) < (IM . Y, f) and limn+&IM . X, , f) = 
(IM * X, f) a-e. (P). By the classical Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
one has Vf E V, 
lim (j- X,JP,f) = ;il n-m M <Xm,f)dP h4 









x dP. n-tm M M 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. Let X,, Y be integrable r.s.d.‘s 3 0 < X, < X,,, < Y, 
Qn > 1 over a measurable set ME E. Then 3 an integrable r.s.d. X 3 X < Y 
over M and limn+oo X,(W) = X(U) a.e. (P) over M, and limn+m sM X, dP = 
[,XdP<j,YdP. 
Proof. Since 0 < I,+, . Xn < IM . Xn+r < IM . I’ Qn 3 1, there exists a 
P-null set IV, such that VW E NC, (IM . X,)(U) E V, for every n > 1 and 
IA4 . X,(w) < I‘M . &4(~) < I&f . Y(w), f or n < m. Thus, by Corollary 2 of 
[IS, p. 2241 and Remark 2.1.1, the map, 
$2 -G(W)> if WEM~N~, 
X(w) = 
0, otherwise, 
defines an r.s.d. The conclusion thus follows from Proposition 2.1.9 and Prop- 
osition 2.2.1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. (Dominated Convergence Theorem). Let X,, , 0 < Y be 
integrable r.s.d.‘s, and X an r.s.d. 3 limn+m X,(W) = X(W) a.e. (P) and -Y(w) < 
X,(w) < Y(w) a.e. (P) over M. Then lim,,, j,,,, X, dP = &, X dP. 
Proof. Consider Y, = Y - X, . Then, 0 < Y,(W) < 2Y(w) a.e. (P) and 
lin-brn Y,(W) = Y(W) - X(W) a.e. (P) over M. By Proposition 2.2.1, Y - X 
is integrable over M and limn+W sM Y, dP = sM (Y - X) dP. Thus, it follows 
from Proposition 2.1.2 that X is integrable over M. Now by definition of Y, , 
it follows that limnem jM X, dP = sM X dP. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. Let F,, E W and X, be integrable r.s.d.‘s 3 - F, < 
X,(w) < Fo . a.e. (P) over M. If X is an r.s.d. 3 limn+m X,(UI) = X(W) a.e. (P), 
then limnhm jM X,dP = lMXdP. 
THEOREM 2.2.2 (Fatou’s lemma). Let 0 < X,, be integrable r.s.d.‘s and 
F,, E 9’ 3 0 < sM X, dP <F, , Qn > 1. If lim,,, X,(W) = X(W) a.e. (P) over 
M, then X is integrable over M and &, X dP < F, . 
Proof. Let f E 55’. Then 0 < (IM . X, , f) a.e. (P), limn+m (IM . X, , f) = 
<Inn . X, f > a-e. (P>, and O~S,(x,,f>dP=(S,X,dP,f)~(F,,f) 
Qn > 1. By Theorem 3 of [9, p. 3071, one has sM (X, f) dP < CO, and 
JIM (X, f) dP < (F,, , f ), Qf E %. Thus, jM X dP exists, and jM X dP <F,, . 
Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 2.2.3. (Levi). Let X, < X, < . .. < X, < . .* a.e. (P) over M E 27, 
where Xn’s are integrable r.s.d.‘s over M, and for some F, E 9’) jM X, dP <F, , 
Vn > 1. Then 3 an integrable r.s.d. X 3 (i) limn+m X,(w) = X(w) a.e. (P) over 
M. 





XdP<F,. ?I+00 &,f M 
Proof. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that 0 < X, over M. 
LetfEV. ThenO~(I,.X,,f)~(I,.X,,f>~.--~(I,.X,,f)... 
a.e. (P), and (jM X, dP, f) < (F, , f}, VTZ > 1. By the Levi theorem [9, 
Theorem 2, p. 3051, limlz+~(Xn , f) exists, and is finite a.e. (P) over M. Thus, 
if w E M and the limit exists 
defines a random variable which vanishes outside M. 
Again by the Levi theorem, one has Vf e %', 
(4 
(b) & jM<Xn ,f> dp = jMS(f) dp, 
I tYf > dp < ~0, M 
and furthermore, limn+m (IM * X, , f) = IM . l(f) in probability. 
By (b) and [13, exercise 11.6.5, p. 591, one has Vf E %, 
in the L1 mean. 
Now define Y: S? -+L1 by 
if fE9, and f =fi-fi, wheref,,s,E%. 
It is easy to see that Y is well defined. Moreover, Vf E g, lim,,+m<IM . X,, , f) = 
Y(f) in the Ll mean. In fact, Vf E 9, lim,,+m(IM . X, , f> = Y(f) in the L1 mean, 
since V is generating. By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem (Theorem 4.6 of [18, 
p. 861)) Y is a g.r.p. of order 1. Then by Proposition 1.3.1, 3 an r.s.d. 
Y*: 12-+9'3Vf Eg, [(Y*( *), f)] = Y(f), and, hence, Vf EV,(Y*(w),f) = 
&j)(w) a.e. (P) over M, and Y* is integrable over M. 
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Thus, lim,,,(l, . X%(w), f > = (IM . Y*(w),f) a.e. (P), V’e %7. Since 9 is 
separable, and Z n %? = V, 3 a P-null set N 3 VW E NC, 
(4 (L * Xdw) d (A4 . Xn+J(w), vY2 3 1, 
(4 (4~ . -&)(w) d K,, . Y*)(w)- 
Proposition 2.2.2 implies that 3 an integrable r.s.d. X 3 limn&lM * X,)(w) = 
X(W) a.e. (P), X(w) < (1, . Y*)(w) a.e. (P), and lima+m &, X, dP = jM X dP. 
It follows from Theorem 2.2.2 that jM X dP < F, . Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.2.1. In the proof of Theorem 2.2.3 above, it cannot, in 
general, be asserted that lim,,,(l, . X,)(w) = (IM . Y*)(w) a.e. (P), since 
VM * XdwL need not be equicontinuous for almost all w E Q(P). 
COROLLARY 2.2.2. Let X,, be integrable r.s.d.‘s such that X, < X,,, < 0, 
n > 1. Then 3 an integrable r.s.d. X3 limn.,s, X,(w) = X(w) a.e. (P), X < 0, 
andjnXdP<O. 
Proof. The result follows from Corollary 2.1.1 and Theorem 2.2.3. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.2.3. Let X,, , X* be integrable r.s.d.‘s X* < X,,, < X, , 
Vn>l. Then 3 an integrable r.s.d. X3X*,<X<Xx,, Vn>l, and 
limn+m X,(w) = X(w) a.e. (P), and limn.+oo jsa X, dP = jJ) X dP 2 jn X* dP. 
Proof, It follows from the above corollary by considering the sequence 
x*=-x n 12’ Q.E.D. 
3.1. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
In this section, the definition of (generalized) conditional expectation will be 
introduced and its existence will be proved (relative to a given sub u-field). 
In the sequel, &, i = integer (positive), will be sub u-fields of Z, and if 
appropriate Z;. C Zj, for i <j. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. Let X: (Sz, C) -+ (9, .%9(.9’)) be an integrable r.s.d., and 
Zl, C 2. A conditional expectation (c. exp. for short) of X relative to .Zl is an 
integrable r.s.d. Y: (In, Z;) -+ (9, a(9)) 3 VA4 E Z1 , sM Y dP = sM X dP; 
and it will be denoted by E,,X, whenever it exists. 
PROPOSITION 3.1.1. Let X be an integrable r.s.d. 3 EzlX exists, where .& C 2. 
Then a measural& map G: (Q, ZJ + (9, 9?(B’)) is also a c. exp. of X relative 
to Z; ifam! on+ if P[{w: G(w) = (EzlX)(w)}] = 1. 
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Proof. The sufficiency is clear. To prove necessity, let G be also a c. exp. 
of X relative to Zr . Then QM E Zr , jM G dP = jM (EzIX) dP. The conclusion, 
thus, follows from Proposition 2.1.1. Q.E.D. 
The existence of c. exp.‘s for integrable r.s.d.‘s can be deduced directly from 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem proved in [l]. However, due to the special 
structures of the spaces 9 and 9, this result follows relatively quickly from 
Proposition 1.3.1. 
THEOREM 3.1.1. Let X be an integrable r.s.d. and Z; C Z. Then there exists 
a unique (up to equivalence) c. exp. E,,X 3 jM (EzIX) dP = fM X dP, QM E ZI . 
Proof. Let v,(M) = jM XdP, QM E Zr . Then Vf E 9, (v,(M), f) = 
<jM X dp, f  > = JM (X, f  > dP, and (vr , f) <P. By the classical Radon- 
Nikodym theorem, 3 a conditional expectation (EzIX, f), which is unique (up 
to equivalence) and (Zr , g(R))-measurable such that VM E ZI , 
jM<EzIX,f)dP = j (X,f)dP. 
M 
Define Y*: 9 -+ Ll(sZ, ZI, P) by 
Y*(f) = KE.zIX> f  >I. 
Then Y* is a g.r.p. of order 1. For, if {fi}L1 C 9 such that limn+m fi = 0 in 
9, then limi,,(X, fi) = 0 in L1. Since conditional expectation operator is 
contractive, it follows that lim,+m(Ez,X, f) = 0 in L1, i.e., limd,, Y*(f,) = 0 
in L1. Proposition 1.3.1 thus implies that 3 an r.s.d. 
(S,YdP,f) = j (Y,f)dP= j <EzIX>f)dP= j (Xvf)dP 
A4 M M 
= (S,XdP,f), 
i.e., QM E .Zr , jM Y dP = j,+, X dP. That is, Y is a c. exp. of X relative to Zr . 
The uniqueness now follows from Proposition 3.1.1. Q.E.D. 
3.2. PROPERTIES OF CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
Many properties true for the ordinary conditional expectations, hold also in 
the general case. However, due to the differences in the underlying spaces (i.e., 
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9 and 9’), some important properties fail to carry over, and the characterization 
of conditional expectations in the scalar case does not, thus, extend automatically 
for generalized conditional expectations. 
Most of the proofs in the following propositions will be omitted (cf. [3, 171). 
PROPOSITION 3.2.1. If X(w) = F,, E 9’ a.e. (P), then fM X dP = P(M) FO, 
VM E Z. If Zl C Z, then (EzlX)(w) = F0 a.e. (P). 
PROPOSITION 3.2.2. If (Xi}F?l are integrable r.s.d.‘s from (Q, 2:) into 
(9, g(9)), and Zl C Z, then Ezl(~~=, qXi) = CF=, oli(EzlXi) a.e. (P). 
PROPOSITION 3.2.3. Let X: (Q, Z) -+ (9’, S?(9)) be an integrable r.s.d. Then 
<(-GIX), f > = (<GIX), f>) ax. (P), Vf E 9. If ME 4 , then Ez~(IM . X) = 
IM . (EzlX) a.e. (P). 
PROPOSITION 3.2.4. Let X: (Q, Z) -+ (9, S(9)) be an integrable r.s.d., and 
let Zl C Zz C .Z. Then 
&#zlX) = &+%2X> = E.$’ a.e. (P). 
PROPOSITION 3.25 Let 0 ,< X be an integrable r.s.d. as before, and Zl C Z 
Then 0 < EzlX, i.e., c. exp. is positivity preserving. 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. Let X < Y be two integrable r.s.d.‘s from (Q, Z) into 
(9,5@(9’)), and Zl C Z. Then E,,X < EzlY. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. (conditional monotone convergence theorem). Let X, < 
nfl < X*, where X, , X* are integrable r.s.d.‘s, and Z; C .Z’. Then 3 an inte- 
z&e r.s.d. X3 limn+m X,(W) = X(w) a.e. (P), and lim,,,(EzlX,)(w) = 
&l(lim,+, &)b) = (-GIX)(w) a.e. (0 
Proof. Since X, < X,,, , < X*, n 3 1, it follows from Corollary 2.1.1 that 
ssaXndP<jsaX*dP=F,,, n > 1. Then by Theorem 2.2.3 (Levi), 3 an 
integrable r.s.d. X3 X,(w) < X(w) a.e. (P), n > 1, lim,,, X,(W) = X(W) a.e. 
(P), and limnam Ji X,dP=j,XdP<F,,. 
Now Corollary 3.2.1 implies that 
E$-,, < -GI&,, =G E,,X d -&1X*, Vn 2 1. 
Thus, by the classical conditional monotone convergence theorem, Vf E g, 
lim,,, (EzlX, , f) = (EzlX, , f) a.e. (P), and again by Corollary 2.1.1, 
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Theorem 2.2.3 asserts that 1Y: (Sz, Zr) -+ (9’, 9!?(Z) 3 
and 




EzlX,, dP = 
s 
YdP n-tm Q 52 
lim 
I 
Ez,Xn dP = 
I 
Y dP, n-m M VMEC,. M 
From the classical monotone convergence theorem, one obtains that 
$z jM 6%,x& f> dp = jM <(-f&X),f) dP, for every f E %T. 
(jMKEzlX) - WEf) = jM<Er,X),f) dp - s,O’,f> dp 
= lim j n+m M <Vh&A f > dp - 22 jM W&J, f > dP 
ZZ 0. 
But V is generating, therefore, jM (EzlX) dP = jM Y dP, VM E Zr . This 
implies that (EzIX)(w) = Y(W) a.e. (P) by Proposition 3.1.1. Hence, 
fz Nr&)(4 = @$X4 a.e. (P). 
and 
;i jM 6%&z) dp = I, (E$) dp, VME&. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2.2, Let X* < X,,,, G X, , n < 1 where X, , X* are inte- 
grable y.s.d.‘s, and Z1 C 2. Then 3 an integrabze r.s.d. X 3 lim,,, X,(W) = X(U) 
a.e. (P), and lim,,,(EzlX,)(w) = EzJlim,,, X,)(UJ) = (EzlX)(w) a.e. (P). 
4.1. SUBMARTINGALES 
In this section, the definition of a submartingale (supermartingale) will be 
given, and a convergence theorem will be proved. (A similar theorem holds 
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for supermartingale sequences.) Only submartingale sequences will be con- 
sidered. For possible generalization to directed submartingale family, see [ll]. 
Let {X,}z==, be a sequence of r.s.d.‘s, and {Z~}~=;, be an increasing sequence 
of sub u-fields of .Z The sequence {X,Jz==, is said to be adapted to the sequence 
(&}Er , and denoted by {X, , ZQ}zEr , if Vn > 1, X, is (Z;, , a(9))-measur- 
able. 
In the discussion below, let {X, , &}z==, be an adapted sequence of integrable 
r.s.d.‘s, and let Zb, be the completion of o((Jz=‘=, Z,J relative to P. 
DEFINITION 4.1 .I. {X, , &}& is said to be a submartingale, if X, < 
E=iX,,J, whenever n > m; and a supermartingale, if X, 3 E,(X,,J, whenever 
n < m; and a martingale, if equality holds. 
The proof of the following proposition is immediate and will be omitted. The 
following propositions will be stated only for submartingales. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.1. {X, , 2n};=I is a submartingale if and only if VM, E .Z,, , 
n < m, fM, X, dP < fM,, X, dp. 
DEFINITION 4.1.2. A sequence {un}~=i C L1 is said to be uniformly integrable, 
if k > 0, We) > 0,3 [I~:I~,G)I >T(E)) u, dp < 6, Vn 3 1. 
DEFINITION 4.1.3. A sequence (X,}z==, of r.s.d.‘s is said to be scalarly 
uniformly integrable, if Vf E 9, {(X, , f )>Ecl is uniformly integrable. 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Let (Xn}lGn<m be a scalarly uniformly integrable submar- 
tingale. Then 3 an integrable r.s.d. X, 3 (Xn}lGnGm is a submartingale, and 
lim,,,(X, , f  > = (X, , f) in L1, Vf E 9. 
Furthermore, limnam X,(w) = X,Jw) a.e. (P) if and or.+ if {XJW)}~~~<~ is 
bounded in 9, for almost all w E Sz (P). 
Proof. Let f  E $7. Then ((X, , f), Zn}rGn+ is a uniformly integrable sub- 
martingale. By the submartingale convergence theorem (scalar case), 3 a random 
variable t(f) E L1 such that lim,,,(X, , f) = k(f) in L1 and {{(X, , f  >, 
&Jl~n<m 7 t(f), &,} is a submartingale. 
Define a map X*: 9 -+ Ll(sZ, 27, , P), 
if fE%T 
x*(f) = I::;; - S(fi), if fE% f  =fi-fi, fi,fiE~. 
It is easy to show that X* is well defined. It follows from the Banach-Stein- 
haus theorem [18, Theorem 4.6, p. 861 that X* is a continuous linear operator, 
he., X* is a g.r.p. of order 1. By Proposition 1.3.1, 3 an r.s.d. 
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&: (Q, 2.4 + (9, WV) 3 [CL ,f>l = X*(f). Clearly C& , GJIGnGm is 
also a submartingale and ‘v” E 9?, limnem(Xn , f) = (X, , f) in Ll(sZ, Zg, , P). 
To prove the second part: if lim,,, X,(w) = X.&W) a.e. (P), clearly 
(Xn(w)}lGn<m is bounded in 9’ for almost all o E G(P). Conversely, suppose 
that K&J)~~~<~ is bounded in 9’ for almost all w E G(P). Since 
limn+m(XO , f > = (X, , f) in L1, Vf E %, in particular, limn+m(Xn , fj) = 
(X, , fj) in L1, Vfj E % n %‘. Thus, there exists a P-null set N 3 VW E NC, 
;z GG(~)> fj> = CL(~), fJ> QfjjE n V, 
and 
PuJ)~1~n<rn is bounded in 9’. 
But &’ n %7 = %, and % - %? = 9, thus by [18, p, 85, Theorem 4.51, VW E NC 
t-2 <z&J), f 1 = cx&J)~ f >, Vf’fE, 
i.e., lim,,, X,(OJ) = X(W) a.e. (P), since in 9’, weak sequential convergence 
and strong sequential convergence coincide. Q.E.D. 
4.2. RIESZ DECOMPOSITION 
In this section, as applications, the results of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 will be 
used to prove the Riesz decomposition of a supermartingale sequence of 
r.s.d.‘s, and the submartingale convergence theorem will be applied to an 
approximation problem in nonlinear prediction theory [2]. Finally, a simple 
relation between martingale and submartingale will be noted. 
DEFINITION 4.2.1. A poten&Z is a positive supermartingale sequence 
{X, , .Zn}rGn+ such that lim,,, Jo X, dP = 0. 
DEFINITION 4.2.2. Let {X,}z==, and {Yn}~=r be two sequences of r.s.d.‘s. 
(X,)z==, is said to dominate {Y,}~==, if one has Y < X, , Vn > 1. 
THEOREM 4.2.1. (Riesx decomposition). Let {X,, , Zn}ESl be a supermartingale 
sequence. Then the following two conditions are equivalent. 
(i) {X,>i==, dominates a submartingale {Y, , Zn}ESp=, . 
(ii) There exists a martingale {Y,, , Z,,}~==, and a potential (2, , Z~}~SI such 
thatX,=Y,+Z,,n),l. 
Proof. [ii) implies (i). 
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For, for almost all w E Q(P), X,(U) = Y,(W) + Zn(w), t% > 1, where 
{Y, , &}z=r is a martingale and (Z, , &}z=r is a potential. By Definition 4.2. I, 
Z, 3 0, Vn 3 1. Thus, X,(W) 3 Y,(W) for almost all w E Q(P). 
(i) implies (ii). 
Let (Y,‘, &}z==, be a submartingale dominated by {X, , &}z=i . Set 
X 12,1) = ~2pGL+xJ~ p = 0, 1, 2 )... . (1) 
One has 
X n.9+1 - J%pLt,+J 
d E&G+P)> since {X, , t;E}z=r is a supermartingale. 
<XT&,. (2) 
This implies that X,,, decreases as p increases. On the other hand, 
X n,z, = E.&G+xJ 
3 Ezn(YA+,), since X,,, > YA,, and by Corollary 3.2.1. 
3 Yn’, since {Y,‘, Z~}~=r is a submartingale. 
Since Y,’ < Xm,, decreases, so by Corollary 2.2.3, 3 an integrable r.s.d. Y, . 
yrl = ~ymx,., a.e. (P) 
and moreover, 
Y,’ < Y, a.e. (P). 
Since X,,, = n EI: (X,,,) < X, (since {X,} is a supermartingale), therefore, 
Y,’ < Y, = lim X,,, < X, , 12 > 1. 
P+m 
This implies that {Y, , C,J~~l d ominates every submartingale {Y,‘, &}z=r 
dominated by {X, , &},“=l . 
It will now be shown that {Y, , A’,Jg, is a martingale. For, 
E&L+,) = -&, (F+: Xn,,,,) 
= i+~ Exn(Xn+l,D), by Theorem 3.2.1. and X,,, decreases < X,. 
= J$% Q&,+JXn+wJ 
= ;+z &,&z+~+e)~ since & C .&,i . 
= lim X,,,,, 
P-tW 
= fl. Y 
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It now only remains to prove that the process (2, = X, - Y, , &}L1 which 
is evidently a positive supermartingale is a potential. 
From the definition of Y,, , one has 
lim Ezn(Z,+g) = FFm -C&G+, - Y,+,) D-m 
= pm_ J%p4t+,) - Ezn(Yn+,) 
= lim X,,, - lim EzlI(Y,+B) 
9-m Pm 
= Y, - Y, , since {Y, , &}El is a martingale. 
= 0, n > 1. (3) 
Since VM,, E Z;, , one has 
sn, EE”(G+lJ dP = shl, zn+, dP* 
This implies that 
In particular, Vn > 1, 
lim 
s i-m 0 
Z,,, dP = lim 
s I-* Q J%nKa+P) dP 
= 1 lim E&,+,) dp, see Lemma 4.2.1 Q I-* 
= 0, bY (3)> 
i.e., lim,,, jsa Z,,,, dP = 0, i.e., {Z, , &}& is a potential. 
To prove uniqueness: Let X, = Yi + Zi be another decomposition of the 
same type. Then 
E,(X+,) = &~P’~+,) + K&-G+,). 
This implies that 
= Y:: . 
But lim 9-tm ELn(Xn+D) = Y, a.e. (P) also, therefore, Y, = Yz a.e. (P). This 
implies that Z, = Zi a.e. (P). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 4.2.1. Let the Zn’s be a-s in Theorem 4.2.1. Then 
Proof. Since (Z, , &}z==, is a positive supermartingale, it follows that 
O~E=“(z,+,)~Z,,n31,~~1. 
Now, 
EznV,+,+,> = E.zfl(4z+P+~ - Yn+,+d 
= EznVw+,+d - Ez&+,+I) 
= X,,+I - -&&z+,+A by (1). 
G XL, - J%pcl+.+J~ since X,,, decreases and by (2). 
G Xn,, - E.&L+,)> since Y, is a martingale. 
< -%&z+tJ - E&‘n+z)), bY (1). 
G -Gnvvz+, - Yn,,) 
G K&%a+J. 
Thus, Ezn(Z,+,) decreases as p increases. Hence, for fixed 7t, 
0 < E,@-,+g+J < -&,JG+J G **a d Zn a.e. (P), 
and in fact by (3), lim,,, Ezs(Zn+p+l) = 0, n > 1. 
By Corollary 2.2.3 or Theorem 2.2.1, 
Q.E.D. 
Let X be an r.s.d. of order 1 < p < CO, T = (-00, t), and 
-& = d(Xf): supp(f) C T). 
Theorem 3.1 of [2] asserts that if 
t.& CQ3 SUPP(~~) 4 T, 
then 3 a weak g.r.p. (i.e., a closed linear transformation) 
Y: q Y) + Lq2, z, P) 3 q Y) 
is dense in 9, Ji E 9(Y), i > 1, and Y(f;.) g ives the best nonlinear predictor for 
(X, 3$), for i 3 1. 
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In general, E+X differs from Y. However, if p = 2, then Y is equivalent to 
E,,X (see Proposition 1.3.1). Thus in this case, E,,X is the best nonlinear pre- 
dictor for X. If Z, C Z;. , n >, 1, is an increasing sub a-fields of ,Zr , then 
clearly VhnX, GJL forms a weakly uniformly integrable submartingale, and 
it follows from the submartingale convergence theorem that lim,,,(Ez ” X, f) = 
<EzTX, f) in L2 and a.e. (P), Vf E 9. 
A simple relation between a submartingale sequence and martingale sequence 
is contained in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.1. (Doob decomposition). {X, , &}E1 is a submartingale if 
and only if there exists a martingale (X,‘, .Z,J~==, and a positive increasing sequence 
{X~}~z=l such that X, = X,l + Xi , n > 1. 
Remark 4.2.1. It seems to the author that a strong (Banach space-valued) 
submartingale theory has not been extensively studied. It is perfectly natural 
to introduce a partial order relation on a Banach space and its dual, since the 
relation between normal cones and strict g-cones are completely symmetrical 
with respect to the duality in Banach spaces. It would be of interest to obtain a 
characterization of norm convergent submartingales, with such an order. This 
and other topics will be discussed in a separate paper. 
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